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Abstract -The purpose of this study was to evaluate an algorithm intended to enhance the performance of point-

and-click computer tasks for youths with cerebral palsy using a standard mouse. The curvature index–based 

algorithm for dynamic adjustment of control-display gain showed experimentally better performance during primary 

submovement, but worse performance during secondary correction submovements (higher number of 

submovements and longer movement time) for both typically developed youths and youths with cerebral palsy. It 

also showed better performance of average speed and maximum speed compared with Windows default settings. 

Furthermore, the average movement time, error rate, and overshoot rate for both typically developed youths and 

youths with cerebral palsy were higher using the curvature index–based algorithm. 
 
Keywords: Control-display gain, Curvature index, Point and click, Cerebral palsy. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 Point and click is a vital input used to access computer resources. Tool performance is important to 

evaluate the computer access efficiency. The performance is affected by many factors, such as fatigue, 

accuracy, position, hand-eye coordination, and so on, but a continual factor such as upper limb 

impairments caused by cerebral palsy (CP) must be overcome or effectively reduced. CP is a common 

cause of motor dysfunction affecting children and adults (Yeargin-Allsopp, et al. 2008). The prevalence is 

approximately 3.1 per 1,000 births (Yeargin-Allsopp, et al. 2008).  

 
1.1. HCI Design 

 Three major components are required to build a sophisticated computer system: interaction methods, 

interaction devices, and interface design (Benyon, et al. 2001). A wide range  from accessibility options 

and interaction methods within the operating system to enhanced input devices, such as joysticks, 

trackball, touchscreen, gesture recognition, and speech recognition software, have been developed to 

improve physical access to computers (Davies, et al. 2010b). However, the use of assistive computer 

access technology encounters barriers that vary from insufficient funding, lack of staff training, and 

negative attitudes at school (Copley and Ziviani 2004), whereas the main barrier in the home environment 

is cost (Ellis 2007). According to a study on youths with CP (Davies, et al. 2010a), most of youths with 

CP prefer the typical mouse to access computers, either by hand for cursor movement with finger-

clicking, or by enhanced computer access methods, such as a combination of foot with toe-clicking. The 

study mentioned (1) that only a small group of youths with CP use assistive technologies, although a large 

group is aware of existing technologies, and (2) that a number of youths with CP have used assistive 

devices and technologies in the past. The study found out why youths with CP return to using a standard 

or modified mouse, which include the lack of provided assistive technology in an education setting 
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(Michaels, et al. 2002), and youths with CP are not restricted to using computers in one location; they use 

computers in different locations, where the existence of assistive technology is rare. Therefore, the most 

pragmatic decision is to use a standard mouse at all locations. 

 We are proposing an algorithm to enhance the performance of “point and click” computer tasks using 

a standard mouse for youths with CP. 

 

1.2. Related Work 
 The HCI interface development for point-and-click computer tasks focuses on visual- and/or motor 

space–categorizing algorithms known as target-aware and target-agonistic. The target-aware algorithm is 

based on the dimensions and location of targets, but target-agonistic dimensions are based on path 

evaluation measures and allow for dynamic adjustment of control-display (C-D) gain. Some target-

agonistic algorithms include Angle Mouse (Wobbrock 2009), PointAssist (Hourcade, et al. 2010; 

Hourcade, et al. 2008), and Dynamic Mouse Speed (Tang and Lee 2007), and they are used to enhance 

the performance of point-and-click computer tasks. This prior research has shown that C-D gain has been 

controlled to increase the performance of cursor movement during pointing tasks. However, any 

increment of C-D will generally give a speed advantage over accuracy (speed accuracy trade-off); 

therefore, providing a dynamic algorithm that balances the speed-accuracy trade-off will certainly 

promote the performance of pointing tasks. If the dynamic algorithm does not balance the speed-accuracy 

trade-off, it will worsen the performance of both speed and accuracy of pointing tasks. This study seeks to 

address these issues in the development of an algorithm that better balances speed-accuracy trade-offs. 

 

1.3. The Proposed Algorithm 
We have evaluated the movement of individuals with CP in two studies. The first study showed that 

for individuals with CP, it is more important to focus on the development of user interfaces and 

algorithms to increase speed because they already appear to have sophisticated accuracy (Almanji, et al. 

2014b). The second study examined both system and human effects that contribute to human movement 

of youths with CP and determined that the most significant human effect is the curvature index (Almanji, 

et al. 2014a). The curvature index is the ratio of the total distance traveled to the straight-line distance 

between the start and end points. A value of 1 indicates that the cursor path follows a straight line toward 

the target (no deviation from the start-end movement line), and a larger value shows increasing deviations 

(Keates 2002). The movement deviation caused by a spasm can be measured by the curvature index; a 

higher-value curvature index causes an increase in movement time (MT). Based on these prior studies, 

our proposed algorithm is based on a differential curvature index value (CI-1), see figure 1. The proposed 

formula of C-D is 

 
14 (( 1) * 4), 3

6, 3

C D CI CI

C D CI

    

  

 
 
 

       (1) 

 
Fig. 1. CI and C-D gain relationship. 

 

The lowest value is set to 6 because the curvature index becomes high, resulting in a negative value of C-

D (C-D must be greater than or equal to 1). The C-D gain is calculated based on a sequential set of 5 and 

10 samples with a conditional distance of 16 pixels. 
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2. Empirical Validation and Examination of Proposed Algorithm 
 It was important to examine and validate the algorithm by carrying out a controlled experiment using 

standard discrete pointing tasks. This section covers three subsections of the experiments, including 

subjects, apparatus, and experimental design. 

 
2.1. Subjects 
A.1. Twelve TD subjects (8 males, 4 females, aged 18–32 years, all right handed) conducted the 

experiment. 

A.2. Six subjects (aged 13–22 years) with CP (MACS I and II) conducted the “point and click” tasks. 

 
2.2. Apparatus 

The experiment was conducted on an HP laptop machine with 2.2 GHz AMD Turion™ X2 Ultra 

Dual-Core Mobile ZM-82 with 3GB of RAM running 32-bit Windows 7 Enterprise. The pointer speed 

(C-D gain) was set to 10 as normal. The screen used was at a resolution of 1280 × 800 pixels at a refresh 

rate of 60 Hz. The pointing device type was a standard USB optical mouse (manufactured by Dell). The 

resolution of the input device was at 96 pixels per inch (DPI). 

 
2.3. Experimental Design 

A multidirectional discrete pointing task was undertaken to evaluate the cursor movement between 

two targets with different sizes and center-to-center amplitudes. The software was developed in C# with a 

sampling interval of 15 milliseconds. The trial is defined as the cursor traveling from a home square 

located at the center of the screen to a target square located somewhere with a prespecified movement 

amplitude and width. The trial starts once the user clicks on the home square and ends when the user 

clicks on the target square. Then the user returns to the home square to initiate a new trial. The 

experiment type is “with prior knowledge” of the target, which means that the target is visible to the 

participant before the trial begins. Table 1 summarizes the experiment setup. 

 
Table 1. Summary of experiment configuration. 

 

Number of trials 16 trials (4 in each direction (0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°)) 

A*W combinations 9 combinations (3 amplitudes [120, 240, 360 pixels] with target size of 20, 30, and 40 pixels 

Experiment type Default (C-D:10), CI-based algorithm (2 window sizes: 5 samples and 10 samples) 

 
3. Results and Analysis 

The movement toward the target during the point-and-click computer tasks is composed of 

submovement components: rapid primary movement and secondary correction movements. The main 

speed and accuracy performance measures are movement time (MT :  milliseconds) is defined as the 

time interval from a mouse click on the home square to a mouse click inside the target square (Keates 

2002; MacKenzie, et al. 2001) and error rate (ER : %) is defined as the percentage of erroneous clicks 

within the A*W combination (MacKenzie, et al. 2001). In addition, we compare the performance of 

algorithms based on: average speed (AS: pixels/ milliseconds) is defined as the average value of speed 

samples within a given trial, maximum speed (MS : pixels/ milliseconds) is defined as the maximum 

value of speed samples within a given trial, primary submovement time (PST: milliseconds) is defined as 

the time interval between initial cursor movement and first cursor pause (Balakrishnan 2004),  primary 

submovement distance (PSD: pixels) is defined as the distance traveled between initial cursor movement 

and first cursor pause (Balakrishnan 2004), secondary submovements time (SST : milliseconds) is 

defined as the total time of secondary submovements from the first primary submovement pause until the 
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target click (Balakrishnan 2004), secondary submovements  distance (SSD: pixels) is defined as the 

total distance traveled by secondary submovements from the first primary submovement pause until the 

target click (Balakrishnan 2004), number of submovements (NS : unit free) is defined as the number of 

discrete movements separated by pauses, defined as a zero cursor speed. A high NS indicate more 

movement correction, resulting in an increase in MT. Hwang et al. (Hwang, et al. 2005) found that TD 

users completed 90% of point-and-click trials in less than seven submovements, whereas 90% of trials of 

motion-impaired users required more than seven submovements. In our experiment, the definition of a 

pause was conservatively set to a cursor speed of zero because it is difficult to specifically define a 

submovement (Chapuis 2007 ), and overshoot rate (OSR: %) is defined as the percentage of trials that 

involved overshoot movement within the A*W combination (Wobbrock 2009).Those measures provide 

clear insights and information on cursor movement and performance of point-and-click tasks by the CI-

based algorithm and Windows default. 

 

3.1. Statistical Analysis  
The fixed factors are experiment type (ET; default, CI-based (5 samples) [CI-based(5)] and CI-based 

(10 samples) [CI_based(10)], amplitude (A; 120, 240, and 360 pixels), and width (W; 20, 30, and 40 

pixels). Therefore, there are six interactions of fixed factors, which are ET, A, W, ET*A, ET*W, A*W, 

and ET*A*W. Subjects are selected as random factors. An ANOVA was conducted with the previously 

mentioned performance measures. For youths with CP, the 3-way interaction effect of ET*A*W was not 

significant. The 2-way A*W was significant for AS (P < 0.001), SSD (P < 0.05) and OSR (P < 0.04). The 

2-way ET*W was significant for MS (P < 0.001), SSD (P < 0.03), ER (P < 0.00).  The 2-way ET*A was 

only significant for MS (P < 0.04). All main effects were significant for ET, A, and W levels respectively 

except OSR for A level and MS & PST for W level.    

For TD youths, the 3-way interaction effect of ET*A*W was not significant except MS (P < 0.02). 

The 2-way A*W was significant for AS (P < 0.00), MS (P<0.03), PST (P<0.00), PSD (P<0.05), SST 

(P<0.02) and SSD (P < 0.03). The 2-way ET*W was significant for AS (P < 0.00), MS (P<0.00), PST 

(P<0.01), PSD (P<0.00), SST (P<0.05), SSD (P < 0.00), NS (P<0.01) and OSR (P<0.00). The 2-way 

ET*A was only significant for PST (P < 0.01) and OSR (P<0.00). All main effects were significant for 

ET, A, and W levels respectively except OSR and ER for A level. 

 
3.2. Movement Time, Average Speed and Maximum Speed 

Average MTs, ASs and MSs for each experiment type for both youths with CP and TD youths are 

shown in Table 2. Youths with CP and TD youths displayed a significant increase in average MT with the 

proposed algorithm over the Windows default regardless of different target widths and movement 

amplitudes. There is no significant difference between performances of CI_based(5) and 

CI_based(10).The MT increased by 12.4% (TD) and 18.5% (youths with CP) using CI_based(10) and 

17.7% (TD) and 14.8% (youths with CP) using CI_based(5). 

 
Table 2. MT, AS and MS-Average (SE). 

 
Experiment 

Type 

MT(ms) 

 CP 

MT(ms) 

TD 

AS(pixels/ms) 

CP 

AS(pixels/ms) 

TD 

MS(pixels/ms) 

CP 

MS(pixels/ms) 

TD 

Default 2205(41) 762(8) 0.16(0.002) 0.35(0.0034) 1.1(0.018) 1.6(0.018) 

CI_based(10) 2613(56) 856(9) 0.18(0.003) 0.35(0.0035) 1.47(0.033) 1.81(0.024) 

CI_based(5) 2531(48) 897(9) 0.18(0.003) 0.37(0.0036) 1.59(0.031) 2.01(0.026) 

 

Youths with CP travel with an AS that is significantly faster with the proposed algorithm (0.18 

pixels/ms) than with the Windows default (0.16 pixels/ms) regardless of different target widths and 

movement amplitudes (the proposed algorithm increased AS by a rate of 12.5%). In addition, the 

interaction between amplitude and width (P < 0.05) has significant effects on AS, resulting in a range 

from a maximum AS of 0.24 pixels/ms at a 360 pixels amplitude and a 40 pixels width to a minimum AS 
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of 0.11 pixels/ms at a 120 pixels amplitude and a 20 pixels width. TD youths travel slightly faster with the 

CI_based(5) (0.37 pixels/ms) than Windows default (0.35 pixels/ms) and CI_based(10) (0.35 pixels/ms, 

AS increased by a rate of 5.7%). In addition, the interaction between amplitude and either experiment 

type or width (P < 0.05) has a significant effect on AS. 

Youths with CP have a significantly faster speed with the proposed algorithm over the Windows 

default (1.1 pixels/ms) regardless of different target widths and movement amplitudes. There is a 

significant difference between performances of window size (5 samples vs. 10 samples). The average 

value of MS traveled by TD youths at the Windows default mode is equal to the average MS traveled by 

youths with CP using the CI-based algorithm. For youths with CP, there is a significant interaction effect 

between the experiment type and amplitude with respect to MS. CI_based results in a significantly higher 

MS at 240- and 360-pixel amplitudes than Windows default. In addition, the MS is significantly higher as 

the amplitude level increases within each experiment type. In addition, the interaction of experiment type 

and width shows that the CI-based algorithm produces higher MS than Windows default across different 

widths. For TD youths, MS is affected by the interaction of experiment type, amplitude, and width. The 

CI-based algorithm (both window sizes) was significantly faster than Windows default at each amplitude 

level and each width level, respectively. 

 

3.3. Primary Submovement Time & Distance, Secondary Submovements Time & 
Distance 
The average time and distance of primary submovement and secondary submovements are shown in 

Table 3. The proposed algorithm significantly assisted youths with CP and TD youths in traveling faster 

toward the target before the first pause (less PST) regardless of different target widths and movement 

amplitudes. There is no significant difference between performance of CI_based(5) and CI_based(10). In 

addition, the width has no significant effect on PST. For TD youths, the PST using Windows default is 

significantly higher than the CI-based algorithm at each amplitude level or width level, respectively 

(significant interaction between experiment type and either amplitude or width). Youths with CP require 

significantly more time with additional submovements to reach the target using the proposed algorithm 

compared with Windows default regardless of different target widths and movement amplitudes, but there 

is no significant difference between the performance of CI_based(5) and CI_based(10). The traveled SST 

by the Windows default across different amplitudes and widths is generally less than that of the proposed 

CI-based algorithm, but this is not significant. The primary submovement performance has been enhanced 

by the CI-based algorithm, but the performance of secondary submovements negates the effect when 

compared with the Windows default system. It decreased the PST by 10.8% (youths with CP) and 12.4% 

(TD) using the CI-based algorithm with CI_based(10), and 14.7% (youths with CP) and 15.2% (TD) 

using CI_based(5). The SST increased by 27.9% (youths with CP) and 36.7% (TD) using CI_based(10), 

while with CI_based(5), the SST increased by 22.3% (youths with CP) and 50.1% (TD).Youths with CP 

take travels significantly further in the primary submovement to reach the target using the proposed 

algorithm with CI_based(5) compared with Windows default and CI_based(10) regardless of different 

target widths and movement amplitudes. TD youths travel further in the primary submovement to reach 

the target using CI_based(5) than when using CI_based(10) and Windows default. The significant 

interaction between experiment type and width on the primary submovement indicates the significant 

difference of PSD between the CI-based algorithm with the 5-sample window size and the other two types 

at each width level. Youths with CP travel further to reach the target using the proposed algorithm 

compared with Windows default regardless of different target widths and movement amplitudes. For 

youths with CP and TD youths, the interaction between width and either experiment type or amplitude 

showed that SSD by the Windows default across different widths is generally less than by the proposed 

CI-based algorithm. 
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Table 3. PST and SST- Average (SE). 

 

Experiment Type 
PST (ms) 

CP 

PST (ms) 

TD 

SST (ms) 

CP 

SST (ms) 

TD 

Default 526 (11) 378 (5) 1666(41) 384 (8) 

CI_based(10) 469 (13) 331 (4) 2151(55) 525 (9) 

CI_based(5) 448 (9) 320 (4) 2082(47) 577 (9) 

 
3.4. Erroneous Clicks, Error Rate, Number of Submovements and Overshoot Rate 

The average ER, NS and OSR for both TD youths and youths with CP are shown in Table 4. TD 

youths score the least ER using Windows default (6%), whereas their performance worsened using the 

CI-based algorithm (16.13% for windows size of 5 samples and 18.36% for windows size of 10 samples). 

For youths with CP, the ER is lower using Windows default (9.4%) and higher using the CI-based 

algorithm (13.21% and 10.38%) compared with TD youths. Within each trial, the youths with CP produce 

erroneous clicks up to 5, 6, and 6 times using Windows default, CI_based(10), and CI_based(5), 

respectively, whereas the TD youths produce erroneous clicks up to three times using either Windows 

default or the CI-based algorithm. For youths with CP, the interaction between experiment type and width 

has a significant effect on ER. The Windows default and CI_based(5) sample window size produce 

significantly lower ERs at widths of 30 pixels and 40 pixels in comparison with a width of 20 pixels. 

For youths with CP, the NS (including primary submovement) is significantly increased by using 

CI_based(10) and CI_based(5) compared with Windows default. In addition, for TD youths, the 

interaction between experiment type and width had a significant effect on NS. The Windows default 

produces significantly lower submovement correction than the CI-based algorithm at each width level; the 

NS at the 20-pixel width for each experiment level is significantly higher than at the 30- and 40-pixel 

widths. The CI-based algorithm with the 5-sample window size at the 20-pixel width level produces the 

highest NS corrections. Youths with CP tend to overshoot during point-and-click computer tasks more 

than TD youths. The OSR of youths with CP by the Windows default mode is 40% compared with 15% 

for TD youths. In addition, the percentage rose considerably especially for TD youths while the OSR 

significantly rose, but at a lower rate for youths with CP. For TD youths, there is significant interaction 

between experiment type and amplitude, which affects the OSR. The interpretation is that the impact of 

the experiment type level depends on the amplitude level and vice versa. Across different amplitude 

levels, the OSR for each experiment type is significantly different. For example, the results for an 

amplitude of 120 pixels are 17% for the Windows default, 41% for the CI-based algorithm with 10-

sample window size, and 66% for the CI-based algorithm with 5-sample window size, but there is no 

significant difference between OSRs across amplitude levels within each experiment type (P = 1.06). A 

similar scenario was presented for the interaction effect on the overshoot between experiment type and 

width. 

 
Table. 4. ER, NS and OSR (%) - Average (SE). 

 

Experiment Type 
ER 

CP 

ER 

TD 

NS  

CP 

NS 

TD 

OSR 

 CP 

OSR 

TD 

Default 9.4 (0.9) 6 (0.6) 8 (0.2) 3 (0.06) 40 (1.7) 15(1) 

CI_based(10) 13.2 (1.3) 16.1 (1) 12 (0.3) 4(0.06) 62 (1.8) 50 (1.4) 

CI_based(5) 10.4 (1) 18.4 (1) 11 (0.2) 4 (0.07) 65 (1.6) 65 (1.3) 

 

4. Discussion 
In the performance evaluation of the CI-based algorithm by conventional measures, both MT and ER 

show the inefficiency of the proposed algorithm overall compared with the Windows default system 
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(higher MT and ER produced by the proposed algorithm). However, the CI-based algorithm exhibited 

benefits in terms of AS, MS, and the primary submovement phase. 

For both TD youths and youths with CP, the AS per point-and-click trial and the average MS 

increased by using the CI-based algorithm compared with Windows default. The algorithm did not 

improve the pointing task for youths with CP; the ER and maximum number of erroneous clicks within 

each trial are slightly higher than Windows default. However, the algorithm enhanced the performance of 

the primary submovement (less time and nearly equal distance compared with Windows default). It had 

the opposite effect on secondary submovements; it made the user lose control when the cursor speeds 

reached higher levels, resulting in overshoot movements, requiring more submovements to correct the 

movement toward the target. 

The significant interaction between experiment type and amplitude affected OSR for TD youths 

(higher OSR by the CI-based algorithm) and the insignificant difference of OSR across amplitude levels 

for TD youths and youths with CP suggest that the CI-based algorithm deteriorates the cursor control, 

especially for TD youths, who have more control and stability of movement than youths with CP. This 

can be viewed as the rapid increase of submovement corrections and traveled SSD by the CI-based 

algorithm compared with Windows default. 

The PointAssist study on elderly whose motor control lacks sophistication showed no significant 

advantages on MT, NS, and number of slip-offs (target reentry). Our results are similar to PointAssist, 

although PointAssist aimed to enhance accuracy, and we aimed to enhance speed according to our 

findings in an earlier study(Almanji, et al. 2014b). The DMS algorithm improved the performance (MT) 

at longer amplitudes, but our algorithm did not indicate the need to improve the performance of secondary 

submovements. 

The window size had a variable influence on path measures, although the 5-sample window size 

produced faster modification in C-D gain than the 10-sample window size. For youths with CP, the 5-

sample window size allows the user to quickly reach an MS and the target compared with the 10-sample 

window size. This can be seen by less PST and SST produced by the 5-sample windows size. This is 

because the 10-sample window size takes longer to modify, especially during the submovement 

corrections, whereas the user needs robust control of the cursor. The 5-sample window size provides 

better accuracy pointing than the 10-sample window size. 

The 20-pixel width required more submovement correction and traveled SSD, suggesting that for 

designing small icons, it requires a pointing accuracy algorithm to be incorporated during submovement 

corrections similar to the PointAssist. PointAssist found that the algorithm had a significant effect on an 

16-pixel width for children (Hourcade, et al. 2008). 

 

5. Study Limitation 
The study is limited by a lack of training. People are used to using Windows default. In addition, the 

number of participants with CP is not large due to the difficulty of finding youths who fit our experiment 

criteria. 

 

6. Conclusion & Future Work 
The overall performance of the CI-based algorithm, for both TD and youths with CP, is less than 

the Windows default system, but there is a possibility to enhance this performance by decreasing the SST. 

The primary submovement is faster with the algorithm than with the Windows default mode. 

Future work will include performance enhancements in the secondary submovements phase, such 

as clamping extreme speeds to provide the youth with more control with the cursor during secondary 

submovements, or triggering a control mode once the NS goes over the threshold NS, to provide more 

robust control during submovement corrections.  
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